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With great pride, today we unveil the route of the fourth 
edition of Dakar Saudi Arabia – otherwise known as
Dakar Saudi Arabia 2023.  

It is the largest and most challenging competition in 
the world of motorsports, one in which the Kingdom 
continues to make history with.

This is now our fourth year in a row hosting the Dakar 
Rally, which truly affi  rms the Kingdom’s leadership and 
capabilities in hosting some of the world’s most im-
portant sporting events. It also unites the Kingdom’s 
rightful place on the world’s sporting map as a leading 
home of motorsports.

As mentioned, today we are glad to reveal the details 
of the route for Dakar Saudi Arabia 2023. And prepa-
rations are already underway with all of the concerned 
authorities to ensure another outstanding edition – 
one that refl ects our ambitions and is in line with the 
transformational journey of the Kingdom.

Naturally, none of this would be possible without the 
unlimited support of HRH Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz, Crown Prince and Prime
Minister of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and the trust 
of HRH Prince Abdulaziz Bin Turki Al-Faisal, Saudi
Minister of Sports.

With great faith and determination, we look forward to 
writing a brand-new chapter in the Dakar Rally’s jour-
ney in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia…

Looking ahead, we are working towards once again of-
fering the best global stage for the most prestigious 
rally on the planet.

After all, last year’s edition – Dakar Saudi Arabia 2022 – 
became the largest in the history of the rally, witnessing
fi erce competition across all categories including
the Dakar Classic.

We promise this year’s participants that even more 
challenges are in store for this upcoming edition – 
challenges that will no doubt raise suspense levels 
throughout their journey across the Kingdom.

I am deeply proud of this historic moment, as we un-
veil a brand-new route and welcome an exciting new 
adventure.

As always, we look forward to once again welcoming 
the Dakar to the Kingdom.

My best wishes and regards.

AT THE CENTER OF AT THE CENTER OF 
THE WORLDTHE WORLD

We look forward to writing a brand-new 
chapter in the Dakar rally’s jour ney in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia… 
HRH Prince Khalid bin Sultan Al-Abdullah Al-Faisal,
Chairman, Saudi Automobile and Motorcycle
Federation and Saudi Motorsport Company
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A tourist guide would no doubt use the words 
“from coast to coast” to describe the route, 
which starts on a beach on the Red Sea and 
will take the fi eld to the shores of the Arabian 
Gulf two weeks later. 

A quick glance at the programme of the 45th 

edition of the Dakar, the fourth on Saudi soil, 
reveals that the drivers, riders and crews are 
going to have sand for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. AlUla, Ha’il and Riyadh have already 
become their new stomping grounds, but 
they are now set to discover a whole new 
side of the country with a four-day foray into 
the Empty Quarter, a vast expanse of sand 
stretching as far as the eye can see, not 
least in the most majestic shape it can take 
—dunes. 

The prospect of venturing into uncharted 
territory also spurred us on to review the 
format used in recent years and go back to a 
super-sized rally.

At fourteen full stages and a prologue, the 
loud call for a longer, tougher Dakar has 
been heard. It follows on from our desire to 
go back to basics and make sure our rally 
is a unique challenge of extreme endurance. 
By kicking it up a notch on every front, from 
handling skills and keeping the machines 
in one piece to navigation and physical 
endurance, the 2023 Dakar will also set the 
tone for the second season of the FIA and 
FIM World Rally-Raid Championships.

The inaugural running of the W2RC produced 
a drama with non-stop chases, feuds and 
turnarounds across the various categories. 
Stay tuned for the next episodes from the 
Sea Camp.

A TASTE FOR SANDA TASTE FOR SAND
It’s a new exploration of the country 
that awaits competitors.

David Castera,
Director of the Dakar   
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W2RC: W2RC: ACT II, 
SCENE I

Khalid BIN SULAYEM Organiser of the Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge

For more than thirty years, we have had the privilege of hosting the elite in the Rally-Raid discipline 
in the United Arab Emirates. Joining the FIA and FIM world championships is a means of taking 
this process a step further. We wish to support the development of the discipline and raise it to the 
highest standards in all domains, especially in terms of safety. In view of the efforts made by the 
W2RC, promoter A.S.O. and our fellow organisers, we believe that this approach is both refreshing 
and constructive for the future of our sport.

Darren SKILTON Sonora Rally director

We are both honoured and excited to be joining the world Rally-Raid championship. It is a major 
turning point, not only for the American all-terrain community, but also for the state of Sonora in 
Mexico. This development is what we have been working for since the beginning, so to see this 
become reality is a dream come true. One of our main motivations is to bring together and develop 
a group of American competitors, both amateurs and professionals, with a view to participating in 
Rally-Raids and the Dakar.

David ELI Organiser of the Desafi o Ruta 40

We are delighted that the Desafi o Ruta 40 is back on the programme for the world championships. 
The rally was organised for the fi rst time in 2010, and 2023 will witness its 11th edition. Since its 
beginnings, the race has refl ected the essence of the Dakar, exploring Argentina from north to south, 
crossing breath-taking landscapes whilst proposing demanding stages thanks to a broad variety of 
terrains. At MasEventos, we have considerable organisational know-how and for this new edition we 
will be preparing a signifi cant challenge in terms of both driving and navigation. It will be stimulating 
for riders, drivers and crews from all around the world.

In their second year in a revamped format, bringing together 
the FIA and FIM in a shared adventure, the World Rally-Raid 
Championships will take place over fi ve legs in 2023.
The 45th edition of the Dakar will get the ball rolling on December 31.

The contest will then continue with the oldest event on the programme of 
the championship (former World Cup), the Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge, yet 
another dune fest. New terrains will give followers of different riding and 
driving styles a chance to shine as the championship heads for Central 
America and the Sonora Rally in Mexico in late April. The second part of 
the season will hit the ground in South America, specifi cally Argentina, a 
land familiar to the Dakar, where many riders and drivers will come together 
in August to fi ght it out on the Desafío Ruta 40. The W2RC fi nale will take 
place on the traditional stage of the Rallye du Maroc in mid-October.

Abu Dhabi
Desert Challenge (ARE)
25/02 > 02/03

Dakar (SAU)
31/12 > 15/01

Sonora Rally
(MEX)
22/04 > 28/04

Rallye du
Maroc (MAR)
12/10 > 18/10

Desafi o
Ruta 40 (ARG)
26/08 > 01/09
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DAKAR FUTURE:DAKAR FUTURE:
BIOFUELS JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Elite riders
and drivers
competing

in low-
emission 

prototypes

2026
Horizon

All
categories

racing
in low-

emission
prototypes

2030
Horizon

Continuous
adjustments

to the rules in
line with

technological
breakthroughs

Following 
years

2022
Launch of
the T1-U

(electric cars
and trucks)

1st hybrid
teams

2023
Generalised use
of biofuels for

cars and trucks

2024-2025

Boom of T1-U
prototypes

Innovative
sporting
formats

Development of other categories: ICE Parallel
Hybrids, T3-U, T4-U and T5-U — on demand and

in line with technological breakthroughs

DAILYMOTION
Watch the playlist

The car category reached a milestone in the 2022 
Dakar, when alternative fuel vehicles went head to 
head with the best and even managed to win four 
stages with three different drivers.

The performance of the Audi RS Q e-tron set a clear 
example for the constructors and private teams currently 
throwing their weight behind low-carbon technologies, a 
line of research that involves virtually every structure that 
competes in the rally. A growing number of teams have 
decided to use biofuels, which will reduce the carbon 
footprint of their vehicles by about 40%, as early as the 
next edition. Finally, elite crews will be required to fi eld low-
emission vehicles by 2026. The countdown has begun.
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Starting from the Sea Camp Bivouac on the shores of the Red Sea and ending 
on the opposite side of the Arabian Peninsula, where the competitors will 
discover the coast of the Arabian Gulf after a four-day adventure through the 
Empty Quarter, including the marathon stage, the 45th edition of the Dakar is 
the toughest one since the rally came to Saudi Arabia.

Packing almost 5,000 kilometres of specials into a prologue and 14 stages, 
the route is a true test of extreme endurance.

20232023
ROUTE

SEA CAMP:
29 AND 30
DECEMBER

SCRUTINEERING

RIYADH:
9 JANUARY

REST DAY FINISH AND
FINISH PODIUM

DAMMAM:
15 JANUARY

SEA CAMP:
31 DECEMBER

AND 1ST JANUARY

PROLOGUE AND
START STAGE 1

Starting from the Sea Camp Bivouac on the shores of the Red Sea and ending 
on the opposite side of the Arabian Peninsula, where the competitors will 
discover the coast of the Arabian Gulf after a four-day adventure through the 

 edition of the Dakar is 

FINISH AND
FINISH PODIUM

DAMMAM:
15 JANUARY

A L-J O U F

A L- Q A S S I M
R I YA D H

N O R T H E R N
B O R D E R

TA B U K

M A D I N A H

M A K K A H

A S E E R

J I Z A N

N A J R A N

H A’ I L

A L- B A H A H

E A S T E R N  P R O V I N C E

Prologue 31/12

02/01

Stage 1
01/01

11/01

03/01

04/01

05/01

06/01

07/01

08/01
10/01

12/01

13/01

14/01

Finish 15/01

Packing almost 5,000 kilometres of specials into a prologue and 14 stages, Packing almost 5,000 kilometres of specials into a prologue and 14 stages, 
Prologue 31/12

02/01

Stage 1
01/01

100km

SEA CAMP

H A’ I L

03/0103/0103/0103/0103/0103/01

04/0104/0104/0104/0104/01

05/0105/0105/0105/01

A L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I M

07/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/0107/01

08/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/01

A L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I MA L- Q A S S I M

11/01

02/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/0102/01

03/0103/0103/0103/0103/0103/01

Prologue 31/12Prologue 31/12Prologue 31/12

02/0102/0102/0102/0102/01

SEA CAMP

03/0103/01

M A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A HM A D I N A H

E A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C E

11/01

12/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/0112/01

13/0113/0113/0113/01
E A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C EE A S T E R N  P R O V I N C E

11/01

EMPTY QUARTER
MARATHON

R I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D HR I YA D H

08/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/0108/01
10/0110/0110/0110/0110/0110/01

HARADH

HA’IL

AL DUWADIMI

RIYADH

ALULA

Rest Day 09/01

A S E E RA S E E RA S E E RA S E E R

E A S T E R N  P R O V I N C E

Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01Rest Day 09/01

S A U D I  A R A B I A

DAMMAM

SHAYBAH

AL-HOFUF
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STAGES

20
23

 

DATE START FINISH STAGE
RACE DISTANCE

ASSISTANCEss TOTAL
Saturday 31/12 Sea Camp Sea Camp Prologue 11 11 -

Sunday 1/01 Sea Camp Sea Camp 1 368 603 -

Monday 2/01 Sea Camp AlUla 2 431 590 425

Tuesday 3/01 AlUla Ha'il 3 447 669 443

Wednesday 4/01 Ha'il Ha'il 4 425 573 -

Thursday 5/01 Ha'il Ha'il 5 375 646 -

Friday 6/01 Ha’il Al Duwadimi 6 466 877 526

Saturday 7/01 Al Duwadimi Al Duwadimi 7 473 641 -

Sunday 8/01 Al Duwadimi Riyadh 8 407 722 368

Monday 9/01 Riyadh Rest day

Tuesday 10/01 Riyadh Haradh 9 439 710 323

Wednesday 11/01 Haradh Shaybah 10 114 623 507

Thursday 12/01 Shaybah Empty Quarter Marathon 11 275 426 -

Friday 13/01 Empty Quarter Marathon Shaybah 12 185 375 -

Saturday 14/01 Shaybah Al-Hofuf 13 154 669 552

Sunday 15/01 Al-Hofuf Dammam 14 136 414 189

TOTAL 4,706 8,549 3,333 8



2/01
The road to AlUla never fails to deliver something out of the ordinary. Closed 
tracks make up the lion’s share of the course, so well-honed handling skills will 
pay handsome dividends. Even competitors who lose time due to a botched 
navigation of the fi endish boulder fi elds or for some other reason will get a 
reward when they feast their eyes on the splendid canyons and the beautiful 
landscapes near the fi nish. The stage will be decided on the dunes, with some 
of the majestic Nabataean temples visible on the horizon.

Sea Camp > AlUla
590km (SS, 431km)2/01
The road to AlUla never fails to deliver something out of the ordinary. Closed 

Sea Camp > AlUla
590km (SS, 431km)2

31/12
A new concept of bivouac, developed to bring the fi eld of the Dakar together in the 
fi nal stages of scrutineering, will also set the scene for the podium ceremony that 
will inaugurate the race. After going down the ramp, the vehicles will head towards 
the exit of the Sea Camp, the start of a short 11km special on the seafront. The slim 
margins at the end of the prologue, back at the gates of the bivouac, will decide the 
starting order for the fi rst stage. In reverse order of the prologue classifi cation, the 
top ten car drivers and top fi fteen bikers will get to pick their starting positions in 
the next stage. Strategy comes into play from day one! 

PROLOGUE  Sea Camp > Sea Camp
11km31/12

3/01
The competitors will leave the bivouac straight away for a mind-blowing start 
to the special that David Castera has described as “perhaps the most beautiful 
fi fty kilometres in the rally”. However, the drivers and riders will be too fi xated on 
the race against the clock, and the co-drivers too busy charting a route through 
a succession of canyons, to give the panorama more than a cursory glance in 
this fast stage. Taken together, these ingredients have the potential to shake up 
the standings in every category.

AlUla > Ha’il
669km (SS, 447km) 3/01 3

1/01
Playtime is over as the rally truly gets under way with a well-rounded loop that 
will play into the hands of well-rounded competitors. Sandy tracks follow stony 
sections with a fair bit of gravel. First-timers will put their dune-surfi ng abilities 
to the test in the fi nal stretch. While not particularly challenging, this stage will 
provide an early snapshot of where everyone stands.

Sea Camp > Sea Camp
603km (SS, 368km)1/01
Playtime is over as the rally truly gets under way with a well-rounded loop that 

Sea Camp > Sea Camp
603km (SS, 368km)1

2023 ROUTE: 
ONE FOR THE TOUGH GUYS

NEXT 9



Even sly desert foxes who have tamed dunes 
of every kind seldom face sheer mountains of 
sand like the ones awaiting the fi eld in the fi rst 
100km of this special. Once that is out of the 
way, the tricky navigation on the sandy tracks 
leading back to Ha’il will throw the competitors 
a curveball or two. A laser-like focus will be 
essential to decipher and follow the instructions 
in the road book.

4/01 Ha’il > Ha’il
573km (SS, 425km)4/01 4

5/01
Sand, sand and more sand in the second loop 
around Ha’il, the Saudi capital of off-road 
racing. A fi eld of small dunes with camel grass 
will give way to vast expanses peppered with 
dunes. Dune-jumping profi ciency will spell 
the difference between gaining and losing 
minutes in this slalom-type section. Only the 
real experts will master the soft sand without 
losing time.

Ha’il > Ha’il
646km (SS, 375km)5/01 5

7/01
This stage runs the gamut from undulating regions to 
sandy plateaus and stands out for its varied terrain, 
starting with pebbles and progressing to formidable 
chains of dunes later on. Its gruelling course is a valuable 
opportunity for the podium contenders to bring down 
the hammer on their rivals.

Al Duwadimi > Al Duwadimi
641km (SS, 473km)7/01 7

6/01
The fi eld will continue to travel from coast to coast with 
the longest stage of the Dakar, which also contains 
the longest special. Speedometers will hit triple digits 
on the fast, ample tracks that take the fi rst half of the 
course through extensive plateaus. A barrage of dunes 
will inject some variety and ramp up the suspense in 
the fi nal third of the stage. By the end of the day, the 
competitors and their machines will have nearly 2,500 
kilometres of specials under their belts.

Ha’il > Al Duwadimi
877km (SS, 466km)6/01 6

NEXT 10



10/01

The fi rst stage after the rest day is not meant to put the 
competitors back on the rack, but robust handling skills will 
come in very handy in the wadis and canyons that make up the 
fi rst part of the stage. Going off the track and struggling with 
navigation are just two of the hazards in this special. The fi eld 
will also have to overcome a beautiful chain of dunes on its way 
back to the bivouac. 

Riyadh > Haradh
710km (SS, 439km)10/01 9

11/01
The selective section has been kept deliberately short in this 
stage, the Dakar’s fi rst foray deep into the bowels of the Empty 
Quarter. This appetiser offers a taste of a local delicacy, namely, 
sand. A long liaison will take up most of the day. 

Haradh > Shaybah
623km (SS, 114km)11/01 10

12/01

The fi rst part of the marathon stage is basically a love letter to rally 
raids. The counter will hit 4,000 kilometres of specials right after 
the start, taking the race well into extreme endurance territory. 
The route designers unsurprisingly marked the occasion with a 
gruelling stage on sand of every colour. Keeping the vehicles in 
one piece will be crucial, as there will be no assistance trucks or 
mechanics to lend the competitors a hand at the bivouac.

Shaybah > Empty Quarter 
Marathon
426km (SS, 275km)

12/01 Shaybah > Empty Quarter 
Marathon
426km (SS, 275km)

11

13/01

This stage will put the focus on the tactical acumen of the 
drivers, riders and crews in the Dakar. Who will manage to 
tread the fine line between not pushing their vehicle too hard 
and not losing too much time to more aggressive rivals? The 
answer will come in Shaybah following yet another dune fest 
in the second half of the marathon stage. Depending on the 
time differences in each category, the balance of power will 
almost be set in stone by now.

Empty Quarter Marathon
> Shaybah
375km (SS, 185km)

13/01 12

8/01

The bivouac in Riyadh has become a familiar sight for the 
competitors throughout the fi rst three editions in Saudi Arabia, but 
this special is all new. In the fi rst part, the fi eld will weave its way 
around picture-perfect valleys in the heart of the mountains before 
tackling a wide-open desert. To wrap up the intense programme 
of the fi rst week and give the drivers and riders a well-deserved 
rest, the fi nal two hundred kilometres will take place on fast tracks. 
Time to take stock of a sensational week of racing.

Al Duwadimi > Riyadh
722km (SS, 407km)8/01

The bivouac in Riyadh has become a familiar sight for the 

Al Duwadimi > Riyadh
722km (SS, 407km)8

NEXT

11/01
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The departure from the Empty Quarter will be decisive on more than 
one count. On the one hand, it is the fi nal opportunity to surf on its 
chains of dunes; on the other hand, the last big stage could also provide 
a launch pad for an ambitious competitor fi ghting for the podium —or 
his honour— to move one or two places up the standings. The short 
special limits the potential for damage, but physical and mechanical 
endurance can yet make a difference.

14/01 Shaybah > Al-Hofuf
669km (SS, 154km)14/01 Shaybah > Al-Hofuf13

15/01
The Dakar has taken the fi eld on a trip around the Red Sea coast several 
times, including at the beginning of the 2023 edition, which will come 
to a close on the shores of the Arabian Gulf. This is an unusually fast 
beach special with little to no room for big changes in the standings. 
The competitors just need to bring it home to join the celebrations on 
the seafront podium.

Al-Hofuf > Dammam
414km (SS, 136km)15/01 Al-Hofuf > Dammam14

12



How to ensure a level playing fi eld is a recurrent issue for a competition in 
which amateurs rub shoulders with professionals racing for factory teams 
and vehicles exhibit a wide repertoire of chassis and technologies. In a bid 
to create the right environment for an even fairer and more open race, the 
Dakar regulations have been amended with new technical provisions for the 
cars and time bonuses for bikers who open specials and more.

2023 REGULATIONS
STRIKING THE RIGHT BALANCE

Motorbikes: the early bird gets the “time bonus”
The rules that determine the starting position of each biker have a roller-coaster 
effect that punishes the winner of the previous stage with the arduous task of 
opening the road. To make sure that fortune continues to favour the bold, a 
compensation system has been implemented to reward those who lead the 
race from the front. In virtually every stage, the instant transmission of passage 
times at the waypoints between the start of the special and the refuelling stop 
(about 200km on average) will determine which riders have been at the front 
and will receive the following time bonuses: 1.5 s/km for the first; 1 s/km for 
the second; and 0.5 s/km for the third.

Example: if the biker who started first opens the road for 200 kilometres, he 
or she will receive a 300 s bonus (i.e. 5 minutes), while the second one will be 
awarded 200 s (3′20″) and the third one will get 100 s (1′40″).

NEXT

A decoration for exploration
Battle-hardened car drivers will be granted «Silver», «Gold» or «Platinum» status 
based on their performances in previous editions of the Dakar and other major 
rally raid events. Yet behind the elite, the sport also blossoms thanks to the 
dynamism and commitment of crews that rank a bit further down the standings.

This year, a prize will be awarded to the best duo among the «Explorers», a 
category including all the drivers without one of the three aforementioned 
statuses. 

Original by motul: you only win once
Original by Motul is a competition for die-hard bikers who make the conscious 
choice to tackle the Dakar in hard mode. Now, the bar for admission to this 
select club has been raised even further.

Bikers who have won races at a high level or who have been professional riders 
at some point in their rally raid career will no longer appear in the Original 
standings. Of course, those who wish to can still race without assistance, 
follow the same way of life and even serve as Original by Motul ambassadors.

Furthermore, in another change designed to favour amateur riders, former 
winners of the category will no longer be eligible for the win. NEXTNEXTNEXTNEXTNEXT

Motorbikes: the early bird gets the “time bonus”
The rules that determine the starting position of each biker have a roller-coaster 
effect that punishes the winner of the previous stage with the arduous task of 
opening the road. To make sure that fortune continues to favour the bold, a opening the road. To make sure that fortune continues to favour the bold, a 
compensation system has been implemented to reward those who lead the 
race from the front. In virtually every stage, the instant transmission of passage 
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Cars: don’t stop me now
An experiment was carried out in the 2022 edition mandating a 20-minute 
break at the refuelling station for all car crews. However, the minimal benefits 
in terms of recovery were overshadowed by the exploitation of this rule for 
strategic purposes against the spirit of the sport.

For instance, the break allowed the leading vehicles to obtain information on 
the performances of their rivals. As a result, cars in the T1 and T2 categories 
will be invited to go through the area with a short technical neutralisation 
before resuming the competition.

Cars in the T3 and T4 categories will continue to stop for 20 minutes to fill 
the tank. 
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Two new challenges
The second edition of the Dakar Classic laid bare the big differences in performance between 
older cars and models from the late 1990s. An additional speed group, “H0”, has therefore 
been introduced with lower average speeds tailored to cars with less raw power. Two new 
challenges have also been created to encourage the Dakar Classic crews to follow the 
example of the pioneers. 

DAKAR CLASSIC:DAKAR CLASSIC:
OLD BUT GOLD
To account for the wide disparity among vehicles produced over almost three 
decades, the Dakar Classic regulations have adapted to the technical requirements 
and expectations of the many crews that invest their own resources to discover the 
world of the Dakar. However, the race will stay true to the “retro” spirit that made 
the fi rst two editions a hit. The 1983 Dakar champion, Jacky Ickx, is joining the event 
as its illustrious ambassador. 

NEXT

The “Authentic Co-driver Challenge” is for 
vehicles entering the race without modern 
consistency instruments, who will be 
competing, as a general rule, with no more 
than a stopwatch to calculate their pace.

The “Iconic Classic Club” classifi cation, 
meanwhile, will be reserved for original 
vehicles that physically took part in the
Dakar in the 20th century, i.e. no replicas. 
About ten crews have signed up for this one.
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Jacky ickx comes back for the classic
Jacky Ickx will find it difficult not to feel a twinge of nostalgia when he comes 
across Giuseppe Pozzi in the bivouac, as the Italian will be driving a Mercedes 
280 GE identical to the one Ickx drove to victory on the banks of Lac Rose 
in 1983, with Claude Brasseur as his co-driver. The Belgian driver, one of 
the most successful competitors in the history of motor sports, was already 
captivated by the atmosphere around the Dakar Classic cars and trucks when 
he visited the race last year. The charm worked and Ickx agreed to become 
the ambassador of all these crews, which he intends to greet and root for 
throughout the 2023 edition. A team manager like no other!

Two marathon stages
The African editions of the Dakar used to pit the competitors against longer 
courses than the modern version of the rally, as well as more frequent marathon 
stages, held over two days. This time round, the Dakar Classic will diverge 
from the main field of the race on two occasions: in the evening of stage 10, 
in a bivouac reserved for the Dakar Classic, and again at the end of stage 
12. Furthermore, their trek will come to an end the next day, after stage 13, 
in which they will take the coastal road that will also wrap up the main race
24 hours later.   

King of the dunes
The Dakar Classic standings are mainly about consistency, but there are 
also navigation sectors with the potential to extract a heavy price from the 
competitors (as a reminder, the winners of the race are the crew with the 
fewest points). A third parameter will be introduced this year, namely, dune 
tests that will reward drivers with solid dune-jumping skills. Once again, the 
competitors would do well to avoid any blunders that add a lot of points to 
their counter and push them down the standings. 

DATE START FINISH STAGE
RACE DISTANCE

ss TOTAL
Saturday 31/12 Yanbu - Sea Camp Yanbu - Sea Camp Prologue 25 100

Sunday 1/01 Yanbu - Sea Camp Yanbu - Sea Camp 1 218 336

Monday 2/01 Yanbu - Sea Camp AlUla 2 218 540

Tuesday 3/01 AlUla Ha'il 3 307 618

Wednesday 4/01 Ha'il Ha'il 4 215 328

Thusday 5/01 Ha'il Ha'il 5 217 371

Friday 6/01 Ha’il Al Duwadimi 6 257 629

Saturday 7/01 Al Duwadimi Al Duwadimi 7 227 418

Sunday 8/01 Al Duwadimi Riyadh 8 276 587

Monday 9/01 Riyadh Rest Day

Tuesday 10/01 Riyadh Haradh 9 233 633

Wednesday 11/01 Haradh Haradh Marathon 10 267 339

Thusday 12/01 Haradh Marathon Shaybah 11 322 509

Friday 13/01 Shaybah Haradh Marathon 12 305 491

Saturday 14/01 Haradh Marathon Al-Hofuf 13 263 480

Sunday 15/01 Al-Hofuf Dammam 14 0 163

TOTAL 3,350 6,542
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THE FIELDTHE FIELD
IN FIGURES

Spain France Netherlands
119 194 90

TOP 3 
NATIONALITIES

(including support crews)
68 nationalities

820
COMPETITORS

(20 women on the Dakar Classic)
54 women in race

5 female-only crews

(73 riders, drivers 
and co-drivers)

131 Legends* 27 Original
by Motul*(86 riders, drivers

and co-drivers)

150 Rookies*

634 drivers and co-drivers entering the Dakar
+  188 drivers and co-drivers entering the Dakar Classic 

*Excluding Dakar Classic

56
trucks

125
motorbikes

19
quads

73
cars

47 T3 & 46 T4

455 VEHICLES
IN TOTAL

76 Dakar 
Classic cars

13 Dakar 
Classic trucks

As of 24/11/2022 and before scrutineering 16



5.6 MILLION FANS
ALL PLATFORMS

INCLUDED

A COMMUNITY OF

ALL PLATFORMS
INCLUDED

Download the app

INSTAGRAMINSTAGRAM
@dakarrally

TIK TOKTIK TOK
@dakar

DAILYMOTIONDAILYMOTION
@dakar

FACEBOOKFACEBOOK
@dakar

Follow the 
newsletter

TWITTERTWITTER

OFFICIAL RACE ACCOUNTS
@dakar
@dakar_arabic

WEIBOWEIBO

Offi cial Weibo account
of the Dakar Rally

#Dakar2023
#DakarInSaudi
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INTERNATIONAL
TV BROADCAST

Western Europe
France: France 2 / 3 / 4, Franceinfo 
Spain: Teledeporte, Esport 3, La Una, 
TV3 Catalunya
Netherlands: RTL 7, RTL 4
Belgium: VTM, RTBF
Austria: ORF Sport, Servus TV
Italy: Sport.mediaset.it, RAI, Sky Sport 24, Italia 1
Germany: ZDF

Eastern Europe 
Poland: Polsat, TVP, TVN
Czech Republic: Nova, Prima, Czech TV
Lithuania: LNK
Slovakia: RTVS

Pan-Europe 
Eurosport (54 countries)

Middle East 
BeIN Sport (23 countries)
Saudi Arabia: SSC
Regional and national channels, news reports 
and sports magazines

Pan-Latin America
ESPN (41 countries)

Americas 
USA: NBC Sports Group
Canada: FloSports
Argentina: Canal12 Cordoba, America TV, 
TPA, C5N, el Trece, Telefe
Brazil: ESPN
Colombia: Caracol TV
Mexico: Fox Sports 

Asia & Oceania
Eurosport Asia (16 countries)
Australia: SBS
New Zealand: Sky Sport
China: Zhibo.tv
Japan: J Sports
India: 1Sport

Africa 
Supersport (52 countries)
South Africa: SABC, eNCA

World 
RedBull TV
MotorTrend On Demand
Motorsport.com
France 24, Canal 24 horas, 
Al Jazeera (international news channels)

News Agencies
AFP TV
Eurovision Sports News
Reuters
SNTV

Infl ight/s Distribution
LCTV

Black: Dedicated programs
Red: News coverage

70 TV CHANNELS
BROADCAST THE RALLY
IN 190 COUNTRIES
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RACING LAB: ANALYSIS OF ENGINE OIL AND TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS TYRE FITTING AND TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS

>>  For the brands: tests of their products that can be carried out in real conditions, allowing the collection of
data that will be used for their optimisation and development.

>>  For the Dakar organisation and the competitors: the provision of a service for the safety and
performance of the competitors, based on technical know-how and advice from brand experts.

DAKARDAKAR SERVICE CENTER
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HOST-COUNTRY

Agniezska SIKORA
a.sikora@etos.pl

Pablo FERREIRO
p.ferreiro@wega.com.ar

TECHNICAL
PARTNERS

Sara BOGIS
sara.bogis1@pepsico.com

Hiranmay CHOUDHURY
hiranmay.choudhury@michelin.com

Tamim YOUSEF
tamim.yousef@honda-eu.com

OFFICIAL
PARTNERSPARTNERS

OFFICIAL

INSTITUTIONAL
PARTNER

Camilo POLIMEN
c.polimeni@fr.motul.com

MAJOR
PARTNERPARTNER

Mathilde FRACHEBOUD
mfracheboud@lemo.com

OFFICIAL
TIMEKEEPERTIMEKEEPERTIMEKEEPER
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REVIEW THE DAKAR 2023
PRESENTATION
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Press contact: pressedakar@aso.fr
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dakar.com
#Dakar2023 
#DakarInSaudi
#DakarFuture 
@Dakar 
@DakarInSaudi
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